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Handbook Of Air Conditioning System Design
* A classic reference providing the applications, on-the-job insights, codes and specifications, and direction needed to
design HVAC systems * Covers residential, commercial, and industrial systems * NEW coverage of Energy Conservation
and Digital Control Practice and greater emphasis on indoor air quality
An air conditioning system consists of components and equipment arranged in sequential order to control and maintain
an indoor environment. The goal is to provide a healthy and comfortable climate with acceptable air quality while being
energy efficient and cost effective. Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Engineering covers all types of systems from
institutional and commercial to residential. The book supplies the basics of design, from selecting the optimum system
and equipment to preparing the drawings and specifications. It discusses the four phases of preparing a project:
gathering information, developing alternatives, evaluating alternatives, and selling the best solution. In addition, the
author breaks down the responsibilities of the engineer, design documents, computer aided design, and government
codes and standards. Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Engineering provides you with an easy reference to all aspects
of the topic. This resource addresses the most current areas of interest, such as computer-aided design and drafting,
desiccant air conditioning and energy conservation. It is a thorough and convenient guide to air conditioning and
refrigeration engineering.
In the almost sixty years since the publication of the first edition of HVAC Engineer's Handbook, it has become widely
known as a highly useful and definitive reference for HVAC engineers and technicians alike, and those working on
domestic hot and cold water services, gas supply and steam services. The 11th edition continues in the tradition of
previous editions, being easily transportable and therefore an integral part of the HVAC engineer or technician's daily
tools. Newly updated data on natural ventilation, ventilation rates, free cooling and night-time cooling, make the 11th
edition of the HVAC Engineer's Handbook a vital source of information. Fred Porges has worked in both the
manufacturing and process industries, and became a partner in a building services consultancy in 1962. He has held
senior positions with design contractors, and his experience covers every building service and type of building from
schools to housing, factories to laboratories.
Formerly titled Handbook of HVAC Design, the new edition of this well-known reference offers HVAC engineers,
designers, and technicians full coverage of all important aspects of the design, operation, and maintenance of heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Two-thirds of the handbook has been revised and rewritten, and it now
features contributions from experts at top companies such as York, Rockwell, Honeywell, and Sverdrup. The book will
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enable users to produce very efficient and economical systems ... select and install today's most advanced equipment ...
maintain high system performance ... comply with key codes and standards ... and understand the environmental impact
of HVAC design.
Refrigeration Equipment is a clear, practical guide to the installation, testing and servicing of industrial and domestic
refrigeration equipment. Refrigeration technicians, who are poorly provided with good reference material, will welcome
the author's hands-on approach. Other readers will include trainees on in-plant industry courses, building service
engineers and maintenance staff in the frozen food industry, supermarkets, hotels and hospitals. It also provides a text
from NVQs (C&G 6007) and other vocational courses). This revised edition has been updated throughout, and includes a
new section on the topical subject of alternative refrigerants and, for the first time, a chapter on the principles of air
conditioning.
The 2007 ASHRAE Handbook--HVAC Applications covers a broad range of facilities and topics, and is written to help
engineers design and use equipment and systems described in other Handbook volumes. ASHRAE Technical
Committees have revised nearly every chapter for current requirements and techniques. It is divided into five sections:
Comfort Applications, Industrial Applications, Energy-Related Applications, Building Operations and Management, and
General Applications. This book provides background information to designers new to a given application as well as
those needing a refresher on the topic. An accompanying CD-ROM (free with the book"also sold separately) contains all
the volume's chapters in both I-P and SI units.
Air Conditioning System Design summarizes essential theory and then explains how the latest air conditioning
technology operates. Load calculations, energy efficiency, and selection of technology are all explained in the context of
air conditioning as a system, helping the reader fully consider the implications of design decisions. Whether users need
to figure out how to apply their mechanical engineering degree to an air conditioning design task or simply want to find
out more about air conditioning technology for a research project, this book provides a perfect guide. Approaches air
conditioning as a system, not just a collection of machines Covers the essential theory on fluid flow and the latest in A/C
technology in a very readable and easy-to-use style Explains the significance of factors, such as climate and thermal
comfort as A/C design considerations Addresses design using a range of air conditioning technologies, such as
evaporative cooling, VRF systems, psychromatic software, and dessicant dehumidification
The Pulitzer Prize-winning novel that tells the story of two sisters through their correspondence. With a new Preface by
the author.
* A broad range of disciplines--energy conservation and air quality issues, construction and design, and the manufacture
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of temperature-sensitive products and materials--is covered in this comprehensive handbook * Provide essential, up-todate HVAC data, codes, standards, and guidelines, all conveniently located in one volume * A definitive reference source
on the design, selection and operation of A/C and refrigeration systems
This comprehensive handbook and essential reference provides instant access to all the data, calculations, and
equations needed for modern HVAC design.
With this authoritative reference at hand, engineers and technicians will gain full knowledge of each component in
todayÕs complex heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems. Completely revised and fully updated, this second
edition of a widely used working tool offers: Analyses of todayÕs most efficient, most trouble-free systems ... Details on
todays highly advanced components ... Ways to achieve economy and efficiency in design ... clear explanations of the
environmental impact of HVAC design ... Information on meeting key codes and standards. Featuring contributions from
the top companies in HVAC technologyÑYork, Allied Signal, Honeywell, and SverdrupÑthe Handbook is an ideal source
of reliable and timely information and advice on HVAC systems and components.
A complete, fully revised HVAC design reference Thoroughly updated with the latest codes, technologies, and practices,
this all-in-one resource provides details, calculations, and specifications for designing efficient and effective residential,
commercial, and industrial HVAC systems. HVAC Systems Design Handbook, Fifth Edition, features new information on
energy conservation and computer usage for design and control, as well as the most recent International Code Council
(ICC) Mechanical Code requirements. Detailed illustrations, tables, and essential HVAC equations are also included. This
comprehensive guide contains everything you need to design, operate, and maintain peak-performing HVAC systems.
Coverage includes: Load calculations Air- and fluid-handling systems Central plants Automatic controls Equipment for
cooling, heating, and air handling Electrical features of HVAC systems Design documentation--drawings and
specifications Construction through operation Technical report writing Engineering fundamentals-fluid mechanics,
thermodynamics, heat transfer, psychrometrics, sound and vibration Indoor air quality (IAQ) Sustainable HVAC systems
Smoke management
Air conditioning boosts man's efficiency no less than his comfort. Air-conditioned homes, offices, and factories
unmistakably raise human productivity and reduce absenteeism, turnover, mistakes, accidents and grievances,
especially in summer. Accordingly, many employers every year cool workrooms and offices to raise summer profits.
Employees in turn find cool homes enhancing not only comfort and prestige but also personal efficiency and income.
With such economic impetus, low-cost summer cooling must irresistibly spread to all kinds of occupied buildings.
Refrigeration provides our best cooling, serving well where people are closely spaced in well-constructed, shaded, and
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insulated structures. However, its first and operating costs bar it from our hottest commercial, industrial, and residential
buildings. Fortunately, evaporative cooling is an economical substitute in many regions. First used in Southwest homes
and businesses and in textile mills, it soon invaded other fields and climates. In 1946, six firms produced 200,000
evaporative coolers; in 1958, 25 firms produced 1,250,000, despite the phenomenal sale of refrigerating window air
conditioners. Though clearly secondary to refrigeration, evaporative cooling is 60 to 80 percent is economical for
moderate income groups and cheaper to buy and operate. Thus, it climates where summers are short. Moreover, it
cheaply cools hot, thinly constructed mills, factories, workshops, foundries, powerhouses, farm buildings, canneries, etc.,
where refrigerated cooling is prohibitively expensive.
Handbook of Air Conditioning and RefrigerationMcGraw-Hill Professional Pub
The Third Edition of ANSI/ACCA Manual D is the Air Conditioning Contractorsof America procedure for sizing residential
duct systems. This procedureuses Manual J (ANSI/ACCA, Eighth Edition) heating and cooling loads todetermine space
air delivery requirements. This procedure matches duct system resistance (pressure drop) to blower performance (as
defined by manufacture's blower performance tables). This assures that appropriate airflow is delivered toall rooms and
spaces; and that system airflow is compatible with the operatingrange of primary equipment. The capabilities and
sensitivities of this procedureare compatible with single-zone systems, and multi-zone (air zoned) systems. The primary
equipment can have a multi-speed blower (PSC motor), or avariable-speed blower (ECM or constant torque motor, or a
true variable speed motor).Edition Three, Version 2.50 of Manual D (D3) specifically identifiesnormative requirements,
and specifically identifies related informative material.
Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Heat Pumps, Fifth Edition, provides a comprehensive introduction to the principles
and practice of refrigeration. Clear and comprehensive, it is suitable for both trainee and professional HVAC engineers,
with a straightforward approach that also helps inexperienced readers gain a comprehensive introduction to the
fundamentals of the technology. With its concise style and broad scope, the book covers most of the equipment and
applications professionals will encounter. The simplicity of the descriptions helps users understand, specify, commission,
use, and maintain these systems. It is a must-have text for anyone who needs thorough, foundational information on
refrigeration and air conditioning, but without textbook pedagogy. It includes detailed technicalities or product-specific
information. New material to this edition includes the latest developments in refrigerants and lubricants, together with
updated information on compressors, heat exchangers, liquid chillers, electronic expansion valves, controls, and cold
storage. In addition, efficiency, environmental impact, split systems, retail refrigeration (supermarket systems and cold
rooms), industrial systems, fans, air infiltration, and noise are also included. Full theoretical and practical treatment of
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current issues and trends in refrigeration and air conditioning technology Meets the needs of industry practitioners and
system designers who need a rigorous, but accessible reference to the latest developments in refrigeration and AC that
is supported by coverage at a level not found in typical course textbooks New edition features updated content on
refrigerants, microchannel technology, noise, condensers, data centers, and electronic control
"Provides in-depth design recommendations and proven, cost effective, and reliable solutions for health care HVAC
design that provide low maintenance cost and high reliability based on best practices from consulting and hospital
engineers with decades of experience in the design, construction, and operation of health care facilities"-Over the past 20 years, energy conservation imperatives, the use of computer based design aids, and major advances in
intelligent management systems for buildings have transformed the design and operation of comfort systems for
buildings. The "rules of thumb" used by designers in the1970s are no longer viable. Today, building systems engineers
must have a strong analytical basis for design synthesis processes. But how can you develop this basis? Do you have on
your shelf a reference that describes all the latest methods? Does it cover everything from the fundamentals to state-ofthe art, intelligent systems? Does it do so in practical way that you can easily access and use when you need to? The
Handbook of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning does. It combines practice and theory, systems and control, and
the latest methods and technologies to provide, in one volume, all of the modern design and operation information
needed by HVAC engineers. The Handbook of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning will stay up-to-date while other
resources become outmoded and go through lengthy revision and reprint processes. Through a link on the CRC Web
site, owners of the Handbook can access new material periodically posted by the author.
Analysis and Design of Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning Systems, Second Edition, provides a thorough and modern
overview of HVAC for commercial and industrial buildings, emphasizing energy efficiency. This text combines coverage of heating
and air conditioning systems design with detailed information on the latest controls technologies. It also addresses the art of HVAC
design along with carefully explained scientific and technical content, reflecting the extensive experience of the authors. Modern
HVAC topics are addressed, including sustainability, IAQ, water treatment and risk management, vibration and noise mitigation,
and maintainability from a practical point of view.
The Air Conditioning Manual assists entry-level engineers in the design of air-conditioning systems. It is also usable - in
conjunction with fundamental HVAC&R resource material - as a senior- or graduate-level text for a university course in HVAC
system design. The manual was written to fill the void between theory and practice - to bridge the gap between real-world design
practices and the theoretical calculations and analytical procedures or on the design of components. This second edition
represents an update and revision of the manual. It now features the use of SI units throughout, updated references and the
editing of many illustrations. * Helps engineers quickly come up with a design solution to a required air conditioning system. *
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Includes issues from comfort to cooling load calculations. * New sections on "Green HVAC" systems deal with hot topic of
sustainable buildings.
An overview of the servicing and troubleshooting of cooling equipment provides detailed explanations of the purpose of each
cooling system component, covering the common problems encountered during troubleshooting. Includes troubleshooting charts,
mumerous diagrams, and suggested procedures for repairs.
Annotation The 2010 ASHRAE Handbook-Refrigeration covers the refrigeration equipment and systems for applications other than
human comfort. This book includes information on cooling, freezing, and storing food; industrial applications of refrigeration; and
low-temperature refrigeration. Primarily a reference for the practicing engineer, this volume is also useful for anyone involved in
cooling and storage of food products. This edition contains two new chapters, Chapter 3, "Carbon Dioxide Refrigeration Systems"
and Chapter 50, "Terminology of Refrigeration."
The 2008 ASHRAE Handbook--HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various systems and the equipment (components or
assemblies) that comprise them, and describes features and differences. This information helps system designers and operators
in selecting and using equipment. It is divided into seven sections: Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems; Air-Handling Equipment
and Components; Heating Equipment and Components; Cooling Equipment and Components; General Components; Packaged,
Unitary and Split-System Equipment, and General. An accompanying CD-ROM (free with the book"also sold separately) contains
all the volume's chapters in both I-P and SI units.
Annotation The 2016 ASHRAE Handbook-HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various systems and the equipment
(components or assemblies) they comprise, and describes features and differences. This information helps system designers and
operators in selecting and using equipment. ASHRAE Technical Committees in each subject area have reviewed all chapters and
revised them as needed for current technology and practice. An accompanying CD-ROM contains all the volumes and chapters in
both I-P and SI units.

Keep your HVAC system running in peak condition—and avoid costly breakdowns and inefficiencies. Just turn to this first
comprehensive guide to the proper maintenance, operations, and performance of heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems and related components. Written by a team of leading HVAC pros, the handbook provides
everything you need to effectively operate and maintain heating equipment...distribution equipment...cooling
systems...pumps...valves...and boilers. It also provides proper procedures for indoor air quality (IAQ) control and system
commissioning.
Annotation This book provides a thorough introduction and a practical guide to the principles and characteristics of
controls, and how to apply them in the use, selection, specification and design of control systems.
The 2012 ASHRAE Handbook--HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various systems and the equipment
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(components or assemblies) they comprise, and describes features and differences. This information helps system
designers and operators in selecting and using equipment. An accompanying CD-ROM contains all the volume's
chapters in both I-P and SI units.
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